
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

'Photography Is Magic’, Aperture Gallery, Aperture Foundation New York, 14 July  - 11
August 2016.
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New York, 14 July - 11 August 2016. Curated by Charlotte Cotton, these 50 contemporary photographic artists
were selected from over 700 international works, and contribute to the idea of photography as a magical form,
reinventing the genre and exploiting the medium to different creative ends. . Exhibition
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2016:  
-'Photography Is Magic’, Aperture Gallery, Aperture Foundation, New York. Curated by Charlotte Cotton.  
Selected Artists (from over 700 International submissions) Inc: Delaney Allen / Syl Arena / Lucy Wood Baird / Stella 
Baraklianou / Amelia Bauer / G. Roland Biermann / Thom Bridge / Radek Brousil / Drew Brown / Bubi Canal / Ellen 
Carey / Jesse Chehak / Joseph Desler Costa / Adam Ekberg / Annabel Elgar / Ailbhe Greaney (Street Flower)/ 
Valerie Green / Jill Greenberg / Aaron Hegert / Matthew Herrmann / Sheree Hovsepian / Noah Jackson / Jessica 
Labatte / Dionne Lee / Matthew Leifheit and Cynthia Talmadge/ Jo Longhurst / Jason Lukas / Chris Maggio / Irene 
Mamiye / William Miller / Chris Mottalini / Deepanjan Mukhopadhyay / Jennifer Niederhauser Schlup / Zachary Norman 
/ Ryan Oskin / Megan Paetzhold / Meghann Riepenhoff / Anastasia Samoylova / Michael Schmid / Marco Scozzaro / 
Katie Shapiro / Tabitha Soren / Jessica Thalmann / Sonja Thomsen / Patricia Voulgaris / Marta Wlusek /  Guanyu Xu / 
Hyounsang Yoo / Junsheng Zhou. 
 

Exhibition Press: 

2016:  
-'Photography Is Magic’, Aperture Gallery, Aperture, Foundation New York. Curated by Charlotte Cotton. 

 
Comstock, Lindsay. 2016. Best Photography Exhibitions of Summer 2016, American 

Photo. 

https://www.americanphotomag.com/best-photography-exhibitions-summer-2016 

 

"These Photo Shows Are On Fire....2016 Aperture Summer Open: Photography is Magic | Aperture 

Gallery, New York, NY | July 14 to August 11....Nothing quite says “of the moment” as much as 

Aperture’s annual summer open, and this year is no different. Including the images from 
50 contemporary artists who are thinking about the medium in a new way, 
this exhibition is all about the magic that the act of making a photograph 
imparts upon the viewer and the maker, in both its analogue and tangential forms. This 

year Aperture brought in a guest curator, Charlotte Cotton, to arrange the exhibition (she also 

curated the ICP exhibition on display concurrently)." 

 

 

Furman, Anna. 2016. Pushing the Outer Limits of Photography, New York Magazine, 

The Cut. 

https://www.thecut.com/2016/07/summer-open-photography-is-magic.html 
 
"Curated by Charlotte Cotton, the New York exhibit "Summer Open: Photography Is Magic" 

features works by 50 artists who are reinventing the genre of photography and 
exploiting the medium to different creative ends. Consider the shattered, drifting 

pieces of rock in one photograph, or another eerie image by Ailbhe Greaney, of a woman in floral-
printed clothing who seems to melt into the wallpaper behind her." 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.delaneyallen.com/
http://sylarena.com/
http://www.lucywoodbaird.com/
http://www.stellabaraklianou.com/
http://www.stellabaraklianou.com/
http://www.ameliabauer.com/
http://www.grolandbiermann.com/
http://www.thombridge.com/
http://www.brousil.name/
http://www.drewbrown.com/
http://www.bubicanal.com/
http://www.ellencareyphotography.com/
http://www.ellencareyphotography.com/
http://www.jessechehak.com/
http://www.josephdeslercosta.com/
http://www.adamekberg.com/
http://www.annabelelgar.com/
http://www.ailbhegreaney.com/
http://www.valeriegreen.la/
http://art.jillgreenberg.com/
http://www.aaronhegert.com/
http://www.matt-herrmann.com/
http://www.shereehovsepian.com/
http://www.noahjackson.net/
http://www.jessicalabatte.com/
http://www.jessicalabatte.com/
https://dionnelee.squarespace.com/
http://matthewleifheit.com/
http://www.jolonghurst.com/
http://www.everythingiscollective.com/
http://www.chrismaggio.biz/
http://www.irenemamiye.com/
http://www.irenemamiye.com/
http://www.williammillerphoto.com/
http://www.mottalini.com/
http://www.deepanjanphoto.com/
http://jennifer-niederhauser-schlup.com/
http://www.zacharydeannorman.com/
http://www.ryanoskin.info/
http://www.meganpaetzhold.com/
http://www.meghannriepenhoff.com/
http://www.anastasiasamoylova.com/
http://www.schmidmichael.com/
http://www.marcoscozzaro.com/
http://www.katieshapiro.com/
http://www.tabithasoren.com/
http://www.jessicathalmann.com/
http://www.sonjathomsen.com/
http://www.patriciavoulgaris.com/
http://www.martawlusek.com/
http://www.xuguanyu.com/
http://www.hyounsangyoo.com/
https://www.americanphotomag.com/best-photography-exhibitions-summer-2016
https://www.facebook.com/PIMCCotton?fref=mentions
https://www.thecut.com/2016/07/summer-open-photography-is-magic.html
https://www.facebook.com/PIMCCotton?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/ailbhe.greaney.3?fref=mentions
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Exhibition Information: 

 
https://aperture.org/exhibition/2016-aperture-summer-open-photography-magic/ 
https://aperture.org/blog/photography-magic-inside-look-2016-aperture-summer-open/ 
https://aperture.org/blog/qa-charlotte-cotton-curator-2016-aperture-summer-open/ 
https://vimeo.com/176483939 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n9lYOW2QmuE 
https://vimeo.com/154629541 
https://aperture.org/shop/photography-is-magic-3688 
 

 

 

https://aperture.org/exhibition/2016-aperture-summer-open-photography-magic/ 

 

 

https://aperture.org/exhibition/2016-aperture-summer-open-photography-magic/
https://aperture.org/blog/photography-magic-inside-look-2016-aperture-summer-open/
https://aperture.org/blog/qa-charlotte-cotton-curator-2016-aperture-summer-open/
https://vimeo.com/176483939
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n9lYOW2QmuE
https://vimeo.com/154629541
https://aperture.org/shop/photography-is-magic-3688
https://aperture.org/exhibition/2016-aperture-summer-open-photography-magic/
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https://aperture.org/blog/photography-magic-inside-look-2016-aperture-summer-open/ 

July 28th, 2016 

Photography is Magic: An Inside 
Look at the 2016 Aperture Summer 
Open 

Aperture’s 2016 Summer Open was a call for contributions to the idea of photography as a 

magical form. This optimistic premise attracted a diverse scope of magical contemporary 

approaches—from pictures found in the happenstance of everyday life to elaborate stagings of 

studio or desktop experiments. 

“What I really love about this exhibition is the conversation that happens between individual 

practitioners’ work,” said curator Charlotte Cotton. “It feels like there are a lot of people 

thinking along very similar lines, experimenting in similar ways, and it’s just a really beautiful 

reflection of how vibrant photography is at the moment.” 

The works chosen by Cotton for the exhibition include a wide range of approaches to the 

theme, among them snow+concrete XIV, 2013, a series of black-and-white prints infused on 

glass by German photographer G. Ronald Biermann, and Your White Light, 2015, archival 

pigment prints on vinyl by Milwaukee-based artist Sonja Thomsen. 

During the exhibition’s opening week, Aperture caught up with several of the participating 

artists, many of whom expressed a fascination with the illusory nature of photography, and 

the impact it’s had on their practice. “Our perception of the world can really only go as far as 

photography can,” said New York City–based artist Megan Paetzhold. “So, as long as we keep 

pushing, I think that our perception will keep broadening.” 

See the 2016 Aperture Summer Open on view at Aperture Foundation through August 11, 

2016. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://aperture.org/blog/photography-magic-inside-look-2016-aperture-summer-open/
https://aperture.org/summeropen/
http://ss1.us/a/XSkRjL8i
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https://aperture.org/blog/qa-charlotte-cotton-curator-2016-aperture-summer-open/ 
 

talks & interviews 

March 23rd, 2016 

2016 Aperture Summer Open: A 
Conversation with Charlotte Cotton 
The call for entries is now open for the Aperture Summer Open, an open-submission 

exhibition for which all image-makers are eligible. Entries for the exhibition will be accepted 

until Wednesday, April 6, 2016 at 12:00 p.m. EST. 

This year, the exhibition will take its cue from Aperture’s recent publication Photography Is 

Magic,and will be curated by the book’s author, Charlotte Cotton. As Cotton notes, a single, 

“straight,” photographic image can be as rich, complex, and magical as one essentially made 

in post-production. Aperture Foundation’s executive director, Chris Boot, recently spoke with 

Cotton about the relationship between photography and magic and how she expects the 

exhibition to come to fruition. 

 

Featured submission: Bubi Canal, Beautiful Mystery, from the series Dreamtime, 2015 

https://aperture.org/blog/qa-charlotte-cotton-curator-2016-aperture-summer-open/
https://aperture.org/summeropen/
https://aperture.org/shop/photography-is-magic-3149
https://aperture.org/shop/photography-is-magic-3149
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Chris Boot: You came up with the phrase “photography is magic,” a brilliant slogan for what’s 

going on in photography at the moment, even for the medium as a whole. Where did you get the 

idea for it? 

Charlotte Cotton: I often decide on a project’s title quite early on in the process—it helps me 

keep a project on track! The title is intentionally optimistic and multi-layered, which was 

important to me. Originally, there was an exclamation point in the title—Photography is 

Magic!—but as the book began to take form, we felt that the imagery included did the work of 

the exclamation point. Of course, the title refers to actual, secular performance of magic—and 

I write about that in the essay. In particular, I was interested in the idea of a close circle of 

magicians paying attention to the skill, craft, and innovations in the magic being made by 

their peers. That feels like an important aspect of contemporary art photography, and relates 

to the literal and intellectual connections between practitioners at a global level. And you are 

right: the title at its most general makes an enduring declaration that photography is a 

magical medium. 

Boot: Doesn’t it also refer to the history of photography? I grew up in a world of photography 

where the darkroom was central, where the emergence of a picture on a piece of paper in the 

developing tray was always thought of as “magic.” Photography has always been a medium of 

magical transformation, hasn’t it? 

Cotton: The alchemical magic of photography is a very established line of thought. But what 

I’ve become interested in is the idea of magic as something that is triggered in the 

imaginations of the viewers of a magician’s sleight of hand—something much more to do with 

the perception, reception, and attention given to photographic imagery rather than what you 

are talking about, which is the magic of photographic processes. While I do think that your 

magical alchemy is undoubtedly alive and well and at play in the practices of contemporary 

photographers, the magic I’m interested in is that which is activated in the viewer—those 

transformations and awakenings of perception that art and its processes can prompt. 

“I am as interested in photographs 
that embody this very special, and 
magical, type of engagement with 
the unfolding of real time that 
photography has always provided.” 

Boot: The Photography Is Magic book is about a very particular group of artists who are 

deconstructing and reconstructing the traditional expectations of photography in very playful 

ways, often using scissors, computers, etc. But you’re treating the idea of “magic” more broadly 
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for the Summer Open. Can you say a little more about the idea in this context, and about what 

you’re excited to see? Can “straight” photographs—scenes represented as they appeared in front 

of the viewer, via a camera, without manipulation—serve the idea of photography as a magic 

medium, and might you select some “straight” photographs? 

Cotton: The book does concentrate on the work of artists who are highly conscious of every 

active choice they make in their photographic work, from the choice of the ostensible subject 

to the use of analog and digital techniques (and their hybridization), through to the rendering 

of physical objects. My choice to concentrate on a range of related motivations and working 

processes in the book is not, of course, the full extent of where I see photographers drawing 

our attention to the magic of photography. And, yes, I am very, very interested to 

see Aperture Summer Opensubmissions that approach the theme in other ways. 

When I am looking at so-called “straight” photography, I am often drawn to pictures that I 

think of as “lucky pictures” or “pictures waiting to happen,” you know, those kind of celestial 

“gifts” that you can come across when you are working and looking photographically. I am as 

interested in photographs that embody this very special, and magical, type of engagement 

with the unfolding of real time that photography has always provided. A single, “straight,” 

photographic image can be as richly complex, fantastically confusing, and inherently magical 

as one essentially made in the post-production and rendering stages of photographic practice. 

“The idea about photography that I 
am obsessing about centers on 
curating image and media streams 
in real time.” 

Boot: You look at new photography all the time. Can you mention a couple of things—single 

pictures, bodies of work, or even ideas about photography—that you’ve encountered this year, 

that you were really excited to see . . . or hear or read? 

Cotton: Some photographers have contacted me in response to the launch of the Photography 

Is Magic book and I’m thrilled to know about their work (and a little sad that I did not see it 

before we went to print)! Valerie Green’s practice has been a welcome revelation to me. Right 

now, the idea about photography that I am obsessing about centers on curating image and 

media streams in real time. It’s my first real foray into this area. I’m collaborating with an 

amazing thinker and creator, Mark Ghuneim, and we are working with Elizabeth Kilroy and 

her New Media Narratives students at ICP. You will see the fruits of our labors at ICP’s new 

space at 250 Bowery when it opens in June this year. 

Boot: Five years ago, I think most of us involved in photography felt we were in the throes of an 

incredible revolution, and we had no idea what the world of photography might become. Now it 
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feels like we’re in a new landscape for photography, but the pace of change has slowed down. Do 

you think the revolution has happened, and we can begin to see it in the past tense? Or is it still 

just the beginning? 

Cotton: Oh, I think this is only the beginning. But beginnings are exciting and perhaps the 

slowing down that you’re feeling is more to do with us having reached a bit of a plateau where 

we can take a breath, look around us, and pay attention to what has unfolded so far. Within 

that is the chance to think about both the ongoing magical properties of photography and 

what is genuinely new within this landscape of practice. And that’s a collective effort for us 

all—sharing and linking our perspectives, thinking about our own individual practices in 

relation to others’, and mapping an extremely exciting chapter in photography’s story. 

For more information on how to enter the 2016 Aperture Summer Open, 

visit aperture.org/summeropen or contact summeropen@aperture.org. 
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